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Oil

Use 1.2 Gal (4.6 Liters) Giant Recommended (p/n 01154) 
or ISO VG 220 or SAE 80/90W Industrial Gear Oil

1. In General

1.1 Safety Rules
Pump operation without a safety valve as well as any excess 
in temperature or speed limits automatically voids the 
warranty. The safety valve must be regulated in accordance 
with the guidelines for liquid spraying units so that the 
admissible operating pressure can not be exceeded by 
more than 10%.

1.2 Fields of Use
The pump is suitable for conveying fresh, clean water (50 
μm fi ltered) with a maximum temperature of 104°F (40°C).

The maximum operating pressure is attainable at 600 RPM 
to 1000 RPM (GP5114) or 1050 RPM (GP5116).  Should 
the rpm fall below 600, the pump pressure must also be 
reduced proportionally to ensure proper gear lubrication.

2. Safety
This operation manual gives basic instructions which are to 
be observed during installation, operation and maintenance 
of the pump. It is therefore imperative that this manual be 
read by the responsible personnel/operator prior to assembly 
and commissioning. It is always to be kept available at the 
installation site. It is not only the general safety instructions 
contained under this main heading safety that are to be 
observed but also the specifi c information provided under 
the other main headings.

2.1 Identifi cation of Safety Instructions in the   
  Operating Manual
Safety instructions given in this manual, noncompliance 
with which would aff ect safety,
are identifi ed by the following symbol:

 see DIN 4844 - W9

or where electrical safety is involved, with

 see DIN 4844 - W8

Safety measures which can cause damage to the machine 
if not adhered to, are marked

   It is imperative that signs affi  xed to the 
machine, e.g., 

• arrow indicating the direction of rotation 
• symbols indicating fl uid connections be observed 
 and kept legible

2.2 Qualifi cation and Training of Operating  
   Personnel
The personnel responsible for operation, maintenance, 
inspection and assembly must be adequately qualifi ed. 
Scope of responsibility and supervision of the personnel 
must be exactly defi ned by the plant operator. If the staff  
does not have the necessary knowledge, they must 
be trained and instructed, which may be performed by 
the machine manufacturer or supplier on behalf of the 
plant operator. Moreover, the plant operator is to make 
sure that the contents of the operating manual are fully 
understood by the personnel.

2.3 Hazards in the Event of Non-Compliance  
  with the Safety Instructions
Noncompliance with the safety instructions may produce 
a risk to the personnel as well as to the environment and 
the machine and results in a loss of any right to claim 
damages.
For example, noncompliance may lead to the following 
hazards:

• Failure of important functions of the machine/plant
• Failure of specifi ed procedures of maintenance and 

repair
• Exposure of people to electrical, mechanical and 

chemical hazards
• Endangering the environment owing to hazardous 

substances being released.

2.4  Compliance with Regulations pertaining to  
  Safety at Work
When operating the pump, the safety instructions 
contained in this manual, the relevant national accident 
prevention regulations and any other service and safety 
instructions issued by the plant operator are to be 
observed.

2.5 Safety Instructions Relevant for Operation
• If hot or cold machine components involve hazards, 

they must be guarded against accidental contact.

• When the pump is in operation, the open shaft end 
must be covered by a shaft protector (21); the driven 
shaft side and coupling by a contact-protector.

• To cover the exposed crankshaft end with the shaft 
guard, position the guard directly over the groove in 
the middle of the bearing cover and gently tap it in 
to the groove using a plastic hammer.

• Guards for moving parts (e.g. shaft protector) must 
not be removed from the machine while in operation.

• Any leakage of hazardous fl uids (e.g. explosive, toxic, 
hot) must be drained away to prevent risk to persons 
or the environment. Statutory regulations are to be 
complied with.

• Hazards resulting from electricity are to be prevented 
(e.g. see VDE Specifi cations and the bylaws of the 
local power supply utilities).

• Pressure in discharge line and in pump must be at 
zero before any maintenance to the pump takes 
place. Close off  suction line.

• Disconnect fuses to ensure the driving motor does 
not get switched on accidently.
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Make sure all parts on the pressure side of the unit are 
vented and refi lled, with pressure at zero, before starting 
the pump.

The following must be absolutely avoided: cavitation, 
and the priming and conveyance of any air or air/water 
mixture. 

Cavitation and/or compression of gases lead to 
uncontrollable pressure-kicks which can ruin pump 
and unit parts and also be dangerous to the operator 
or anyone standing nearby.
Before pumping other liquids - especially infl ammable, 
explosive and toxic media - the pump manufacturer 
must under all circumstances be consulted with 
regard to the resistance of the pump material. It is 
the responsibility of the equipment manufacture 
and/or operator to ensure that all pertinent safety 
regulations are adhered to.

2.6 Safety Instructions for Maintenance,   
  Inspection and Assembly Work
It shall be the plant operator’s responsibility to ensure 
that all maintenance, inspection and assembly work is 
performed by authorized and qualifi ed personnel who 
have adequately familiarized themselves with the subject 
matter by studying this manual in detail.
Any work on the machine shall only be performed when 
it is at a standstill. Pumps and pump units which convey 
hazardous media must be decontaminated.
On completion of work, all safety and protective facilities 
must be reinstalled and made operative again. Prior 
to restarting the machine, the instructions listed under 
“Operation” are to be observed.

2.7 Unauthorized Alterations and Production of  
  Spare Parts
Modifi cations to the machine can only be made after 
consultation with the manufacturer. Using spare parts 
and accessories authorized by the manufacturer is in 
the interest of safety. Use of other parts may exempt the 
manufacturer from any liability.

2.8 Unauthorized Modes of Operation
The reliability of the machine delivered will be only 
guaranteed if it is used in the manner intended, in 
accordance with clause 1 -In General- of this manual. 
The limit values specifi ed in the data sheet must under 
no circumstances be exceeded.

Pending Standards and other Data

DIN4844 Part 1:  Safety descriptions and 

supplement sheet 13  safety signs W8

DIN4844 Part 1:  Safety descriptions and

supplement sheet 14 safety signs W9

3. Transport and Storage
The pump should always be transported horizontally. 
Storage for any length of time in a humid place or where 
temperatures are below zero is to be avoided. The 
storage room must be well ventilated.

4. Set-Up and Installation

The pump is to be mounted horizontally onto a solid frame 
that is also to accommodate the drive motor. The place 
of installation has to be chosen so that the belt drive and 
pump are made easily accessible for maintenance work 
(oil dip stick and oil fi ller plug must also be easy to reach).

4.1 Pump

 The preferred drive form is with toothed 
belts. Bare V-belts are admissible if the exact required 
belt tension can be kept. Excessive belt tension can 
lead to increased heating of the drive system and even 
to breakage of the crankshaft.

The direction of rotation of the pump is 
indicated by an arrow on both bearing fl anges situated 
on the crankcase. The indicated direction of rotation 
must be observed to ensure that gear parts are properly 
lubricated.

4.1.1 Hydraulic Connections

a) Suction Line

• On both sides of the pump head there is one 1/2’’ 
suction port and one 3/8’’ discharge port. Non-
required port holes can be closed with the supplied 
plugs and bonding agent.

• Suction and discharge connections are to be fi tted 
with elastic tubes to damp vibrations and guard the 
pump against pipeline tensions.

• The diameter of the suction line must be at least one 
size bigger than the suction inlet port.

If there is a danger of frost, the water in the 
pump and in the pump fi ttings (particularly the unloader 
valve) must be emptied.  The second discharge port can 
also be used and the pump run “dry” for 1-2 minutes for 
this purpose.

The pump is not to be connected directly to 
the water mains as gas bubbles present in fresh water 
can lead to premature wear and destruction of seals 
and valves. 
A feed tank with a volume at least 5 times greater than 
the pump discharge rate per minute is to be installed. 
The feed tank must be fi tted with baffl  e plates to stop 
any air entering the tank and being passed on down to 
the suction port.

The necessary input pressure of 36 PSI (2.5 bar) must 
be guaranteed using a centrifugal pump. A fi lter is to 
be installed between the centrifugal pump and the high 
pressure pump.  The fi lter size is to be based on the 
pump fl ow rate and must ensure that the initial diff erential 
pressure is <2.9 PSI (<0.2 bar), based on a clean fi lter. 
The fi lter must be cleaned if the diff erential pressure is 
14.5 PSI (1 bar).

To check the required input pressure, we recommend 
the installation of a pressure gauge between the fi lter 
and high pressure pump.
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All screw connections must be tightly fi xed to 
avoid any air entering into suction line. 
To avoid dirt entering into the pump head, the suction line 
should be thoroughly rinsed before being fi xed to the suction 
port.

b) Discharge Line
• The pump comes with two special conical seals (64) which 

have to be inserted in to the discharge ports of the pump. 
One of the two ports is to be closed with the included plug 
(65).

• The 1/2” BSP high-pressure hose connection for the 
discharge line must  be constructed as per the below 
drawing to ensure that together with conical seal (64) the 
discharge line is completely sealed.

• We off er various high-pressure fi ttings (item 69) for 
connection to various hose and pipe sizes.

The two 1/2” BSP connections on the top side of the valve 
casing are closed off  with plug (62) and copper seal ring 
(63). These two connections are for the optional fi tting of a 
pressure gauge and/or safety valve (p/n 23140).
If a pressure gauge or safety valve is installed, the copper 
ring (63) must remain in the bore. Trade pressure gauges 
with a 1/2” BSP connection have the appropriate contour so 
that the copper ring sits properly. We off er the double nipple 
(p/n 05362) for mounting the 23140 pressure relief valve.

• Tubes, pipes and fi ttings of the discharge line must have a 
safety factor well above the maximum operating pressure.

• Elastic hoses must be additonally secured by a fi rmly 
anchored safety net to avoid backlash in the event of a 
detachment of rupture of the hose.

• A suitable safety valve must be installed immediately after 
the fi rst length of fl exible discharge line. 

• There are to be no shut-off  valves between the pump and 
safety valve.

• An air vent should be built into the discharge line as near 
as possible to the pump.

• The most optimal place for installing a pressure gauge is 
between the pump and safety valve. The second outlet 
on the pump casing can also be used for this purpose.

• The discharge line is to be layed either horizontally or 
rising steadily away from the pump.

Return fl ow lines from unloader valves and safety valves 
must be connected to the feed tank, never directly to the 
suction port.

4.2 Pressure Accumulator
The purpose of the pressure accumulator, if installed, 

is to damp pulsation from the high pressure pump and 
thus avoid vibrations in the discharge line. Gas in the 
pressure accumulator should be tensioned to 50-60% 
of the maximum operating pressure. The correct gas 
tension must be checked regularly (approximately every 2 
months - see separate operating instructions for pressure 
accumulator, if necessary).

5. Operation

Operation and Maintenance
• Check pump oil level and if necessary fi ll up (as described 

on page 1).
 First oil change to be made after 50 hours of operation; 

thereafter oil must be changed every 1000 operating 
hours - or at least 1 year (if rarely used). Caution when 
operating in damp places or with high temperature 
fl uctuations. Oil must be changed immediately should 
condensate (frothy oil) occur in the gear box.

• Before the high pressure pump is started, the centrifugal 
pump must produce the minimum intake pressure of 36 
PSI (2.5 bar).

• Open discharge line (e.g. spray gun) to enable booster 
pump to vent the system.

• Open all regulator valves and other shut-off  agents.

• Activate bypass system or switch pressure regulating 
valve to bypass to enable pressure-free start.

• Start motor briefl y to check the direction of rotation. Pay 
careful attention to the direction of rotation that is specifi ed 
for the pump (indicated by arrows on crankcase). To serve 
this purpose, the pump must only be dry run for a short 
period (approximately 30 seconds.).

• Start the pump and let it run in pressure-free bypass 
operation for approximately 2 minimum to enable the 
automatic- functioning seal cooling system to vent itself.

 A small portion of water from the suction 
chamber runs through the seal sleeves and steel elbow pipes 
and passes behind the high-pressure seals to cool these. 

As a result of heat dissipation, the elbow pipes are 
approximately 41-50°F (5-10°C) warmer than the water 
temperature on the suction side.

INSTALLATION/OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS
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 Check regularly to ensure elbow pipes do not 
overheat. 
If pipes becomes very hot (indication of seal wear), stop 
pump immediately and examine seals and plungers (see 
maintenance section).

• Listen carefully for an even running sound. 

If the pump begins to run irregularly or pulsate strongly, it can 
be that one of the three plungers is not vented. In this case, 
the pump should be started and stopped at short intervals 
to ease venting. Venting is also made easier if the vent tap 
in the discharge line is opened.

6. Maintenance and Repair

To Check Valves:

When replacing the pressure and suction valves, the 
tolerance disc (31C) must always be renewed.  

Discharge Valves: Remove hexagon screws (59) and 
remove valve casing (54). Pull seal case (46) out of valve 
casing (54). Pull valve body (50) and seal case (46) apart.
              

Using pliers, pull spring guide (55) out of the valve casing. 
Remove discharge valve plate (57) together with spring (56) 
from spring guide (55). Check sealing surfaces of the valve 
body (50) and discharge valve plate (57). Check discharge 
valve spring (56) and border seal ring (53) and replace where 
necessary.  

 A damaged border seal ring (53) must be 
replaced before reassembling.

  

Suction Valves: Remove suction valve spring (48) with 
valve plate (49) from seal case (46). Check sealing 
surfaces of the valve plate (49) and valve body (50). 
Check O-rings (47), (51) and support ring (52) before 
reassembling. Worn parts must be replaced.

To Check Seals and Plungers
Remove hexagon screws (59), and take off  valve casing 
(54). Remove the screw-in joints (37B) and take off  the elbow 
pipes (37A). Remove drip-return ring (44) from seal sleeve 
(36). Pull seal sleeve (36) out of the centering rings (31/31B) 
which are inserted in the crankcase.  Take out the centering 
rings (31/31B) from the crankcase using two screwdrivers.  
Replace the tolerance disc (31C).  Check the o-ring (31A) 
and replace if necessary.

Take the seal tension spring (41) out of seal sleeve (36).
Using a pliers, remove the clip ring (32) situated on the other 
side of the sleeve; then take out support ring (33) and grooved 
ring (35) using an extractor tool (either ø14 or ø16). 
Using a seal extractor tool (ø16.4), carefully press the seal 
unit comprising  guide ring (38), spiral ring (39) and support 
ring (40) out of the seal sleeve (36) from the side (36) closest 
to the drive. 
Check spiral ring (39), guide ring (38) and grooved ring (35)
and replace where necessary.

Check surface of plunger (29) for damage. A worn plunger 
(29) must be removed (22 mm wrench) and replaced. Due 
to reasons of precision, the ceramic plunger alone cannot 
be exchanged.
Coat the threads of the plunger lightly with an appropriate 
bonding agent and tighten plunger to 26 Ft-Lbs. (35 Nm).
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